Using metaphor analysis, this article investigates reporting in English speaking newspapers on advances in microbiomics from 2003 onwards, when the word "microbiome" was first used. This research was said to open up a "new frontier" and was conceived as a "second human genome project", this time focusing on the genomes of microbes that inhabit and populate humans rather than on the human genome itself. The language used by scientists and by the journalists who reported on their research employed a type of metaphorical framing that was very different 2 from the hyperbole surrounding the decipherment of the "book of life". Whereas during the HGP genomic successes had been mainly framed as being based on a unidirectional process of reading off information from a passive genetic or genomic entity, the language employed to discuss advances in microbiomics frames genes, genomes and life in much more active and dynamic ways. Could it be that it will be the realization that we are all "superorganisms" […] and that our health does not only depend on our personal genome […] and our environment, but also on the extended genome provided by our very private microbiome? (Anonymous, 2008) 
Introduction
In the year 2000 the near decipherment of the human genome was celebrated around the world. Researchers seemed to have opened the "book of life" and gained insights into the language of God. Soon afterwards various post-genomic enterprises began to flourish, alongside an intensive study of the language and metaphors used to publicize, debate or sell the human genome project (Nerlich & Kidd, eds., 2006 and many more). From sequencing human and animal genomes, research went on to study their functions in functional genomics, compared them in comparative genomics and examined their structure or architecture. Others took the techniques developed during the Human Genome Project (HGP) further and began to study "patterns in how genes are transcribed into messenger RNA, the chemical that carries the instructions for forming proteins (transcriptomics), in the way genes are expressed as proteins (proteomics), and in how they influence the chemicals that control our cellular biochemistry and metabolism (metabolomics)" (NERC, 2006) . At the same time as excitement about the HGP grew systems biology became a major new field of research, that is, the study of the interactions between the components of biological systems, and how these interactions give rise to the function and behavior of that system. Systems biology emerged, in part, as a reaction against a mainly reductionist approach in genetics and genomics and is now teaming up with bioengineering in the new field of synthetic biology. As Denis Noble said in his book The Music of Life:
Systems biology [...] is about putting together rather than taking apart, integration rather than reduction. It requires that we develop ways of thinking about integration that are as rigorous as our reductionist programmes, but different […] . It means changing our philosophy, in the full sense of the term. (Noble, 2006a: 21) This change of philosophy also implies a change in language. Alongside advances in genetics and genomics, increasing numbers of social scientists were engaged in questioning the language and metaphors that had been used traditionally in genetics and genomics, such as the blueprint metaphor for the gene and the book of life metaphor for the genome. Scientists themselves put forward proposals to change prevailing metaphors (Avise, 2001; Porta, 2003; Pappas, 2005; Noble, 2006a , Ouzounis & Mazière, 2006 see Knudsen, 2005; Lopez, 2007 and many more) . Some of these efforts to change the linguistic and metaphorical landscape of genetics and genomics were reviewed by Turney (2005) and Nerlich & Hellsten (2005) . They found that despite various shifts, transformations and critiques of traditional genomics metaphors, the language used to deal with the human genome and other 5 post-genomic developments had not changed significantly during the post-genomic era. However, perhaps this finding was based on a too narrow focus on the HGP alone.
In this article we want to shift the focus of attention from human genetics and genomics towards microbial genomics (and the interaction between the two) and examine whether developments in this field challenge more openly the still rather deterministic, reductionist and human-centred language which has prevailed in human genetics and genomics up to now.
Context
As early as 2001 two microbiologists, David Relman and Stanley Falkow, set out their vision for a second human genome project, which eventually led to the announcement of the HMP --the focus of this article. They stressed that:
The human body is host to a myriad of microorganisms. We are still woefully ignorant of the composition and variability of our endogenous microflora. Many of these microorganisms depend on humans for their survival, and yet we still do not fully appreciate to what extent human life is dependent on its microflora. In the spirit of the recent "human genome project" and in the hopes of capturing the imagination of the broad scientific community, it is time to embark on a comprehensive genomic inventory of the large portion of cellular life within the human body that has been ignored so far, the endogenous microflora. A large-scale genomic sequence survey of the four major microbial niches within the human body, the mouth, intestinal tract, vagina and skin would help to fill crucial gaps in our understanding of human evolution, development, immune system function and disease. It should require no leap of faith to recognize that such an 6 inventory would also contribute substantially to the scope of known functional diversity in the biosphere. The human biome is as much an unexplored frontier as the collection of life found at deep-sea thermal vents, if not more so. (Relman & Falkow, 2001) Deciphering the human genome had been celebrated by the then President of the United States, Bill Clinton, as reaching a new frontier (see Nerlich et al. 2002) . With this article another scientific frontier is opened up for exploration and the human body becomes, as Relman declared a year later, a "microbial observatory" (Relman, 2002) . In 2005, Relman spoke yet again about this second human genome project, this time not in a scientific journal but in a lecture in which he explained that we are "never alone".
Most of us are not used to thinking of ourselves as "communities," but that is what we are. Humans have 1013 cells, but host 1014 microbes. "In other words, we are 10 parts microbe, and one part human," Relman noted. "We are clearly outnumbered." (McManus, 2005) At the same time as scientists like Relman asked for an exploration of the human biome, others went to explore another type of ecology, the Ocean biome. This study of microbial population genomics and ecology was, according to the marine biologist Edward DeLong (2004) and others (Doney et al., 2004 ), yet another "new frontier".
We want to investigate here how this type of research also opened up a new metaphorical frontier in the popular representation of both genetics and microbes.
Researchers involved in this new post-genomic enterprise clearly speak a different language compared to those involved in the HGP, as their focus is on interactions, communities and ecologies, rather than single "letters" (bases), "chapters" (chromosomes) or "books" (genomes).
At the same time, popular, especially media discourses about microbes are mainly framed by negative and fear-inducing metaphors, where microbes invade and contaminate bodies and where the public is exhorted to wage constant war against them in hospitals, homes and public spaces. Microbes, especially so-called superbugs, are generally regarded as bad and as having to be eliminated (see Tomes 1998) . As microbiomics emerged at a time of genomic hyperbole regarding the HGP on the one hand and microbial hyperbole leading to germaphobia on the other, it is important to ask what it means to study microbes as part of this second human genome project, both in terms of the language used and in terms of the answers this might suggest to the pervasive question: What does it mean to be human?
The Human Microbiome Project
Four years after the completion of the HGP, the US National Institutes for Health Indeed some claim that understanding these complex interactions will lead to the "next revolution in biology" (Goldenfeld & Woese, 2007) . Let us now examine whether the language used in reporting on these new scientific developments reflects such promises as it did when the decipherment of the book of life was announced, which was promised to reveal the language of God, or whether a more modest announcement is reflected in a more modest use of metaphors.
Aims and objectives
When launching the HMP, the NIH listed a host of ethical, legal and social issues that could be explored as part of this overall project. Many of these questions can perhaps only be addressed in the US where the sampling of the microbiome from human body sites involving volunteers is taking place. However, one question struck us as particularly pertinent to our own interests. "What will be the likely impact of human microbiome research on existing concepts of "self" and "personal identity"?
To which we would add:
What will be the likely impact of human microbiome research on existing answers to the question: What is life? What does it mean to be human?
What counts as a "human body"?
We will, obviously, not be able to find complete answers to such deep questions. We shall focus only on the metaphorical framing of these answers in the English speaking press when reporting on advances in microbiomics.
Material and method
In order to provide a provisional answer to these questions and to compare and contrast results with analyses of metaphorical media framing of advances in genetics carried out before, we searched Lexis Nexis Academic for articles published over two months in English speaking newspapers, using the keyword "microbiome" (that is, Of these, three articles were duplicates. We also included in our corpus articles published in magazines (covered in Lexis Nexis) over the same time period: Two were published in Newsweek, one in New Scientist, one in The Economist.
To analyse this small corpus, we used a type of conceptual metaphor analysis inspired by Lakoff & Johnson"s book Metaphors We Live By (1980) as applied to the social study of science and society (e.g. Nerlich & Dingwall, 2003) . According to the cognitive linguistic view of metaphor, metaphors help us understand an abstract or inherently unstructured subject matter in terms of a more concrete, more highly structured subject matter. They are mostly used in science to make the unfamiliar familiar. We shall focus in particular on how scientists themselves use metaphors as such framing devices, which then enable journalists and readers to "see" or understand microbes, genomes and humans in new ways, ways that appear however to be entirely natural and sensible. This has wider implications that go beyond press coverage. As the literary critic Ivor A. Richards wrote, a command of metaphor plays a role in "the control of the world that we make for ourselves to live in" (1936:135-6 ). In this case there are implications for human health and well-being, as well as perhaps for our planet"s well-being.
In cognitive linguistics, conceptual metaphors, such as ARGUMENTS ARE WAR (and their linguistic realisations, e.g. "He spearheaded the debate"; "He surrendered to her argument", etc.) are seen as mappings across at least two conceptual domains: the conceptual source domain (e.g. war) and the conceptual target domain (e.g. arguments). These mappings are not arbitrary. Rather, they are grounded in our everyday experience of the body and the world we live in. Our conceptual metaphor system is for the most part unconsciously and automatically accessed and processed. We only become conscious of it when highly poetic and novel metaphors are created.
Following Schmitt (2005) , we analysed our small corpus in a simple qualitative way using a step-by step-approach: (1) texts were examined by means of a word-for-word or close-reading analysis for their use of metaphors; (2) a collection of metaphorical expressions together with their immediate contexts was established; (3) these expressions were sorted under higher level labels for "conceptual metaphors". We initially wanted to count the conceptual metaphors and the metaphorical expressions they subsume, but then abandoned this attempt at quantification, as many metaphorical expressions could be counted as falling under a variety of conceptual metaphors which formed a conceptual hierarchy to which we shall come back in the next section.
Analysis: From the book of life to communities of life
In the following we shall first provide an overview of the development of the English press coverage of advances in microbiomics, from 2003 onwards, highlighting in particular the contributions made by some pioneers in the field (we shall provide their names in brackets behind metaphorical expressions used by them). We shall then discuss the main metaphorical framings in more detail. When analyzing the press coverage around micobiomics, it became clear that many of the metaphorical framings used were not invented by journalists, reporters or science writers, but by the scientists themselves. Whether these metaphors are used by scientists in their daily lives or whether they are only used when "translating" their research for media purposes cannot be determined here. It is however important to note that this finding is in line with others (Nerlich & Halliday, 2007) , and shows that some assumptions made by those studying science communication have to be questioned. Two metaphors are important in this early coverage, one, according to which bacteria are a community, but a community that is conceptualised according to what we know about human communities (a nation) or what we speculate about in terms of extraterrestrial communities (aliens), and the other according to which war against bacteria should be replaced by peace. In the press coverage that followed the first metaphor would predominate over the second.
There was a gap of three years before another article appeared in 2006 using the term "microbiome". This was published in the National Post and entitled "Humans partly bacteria: Study". Three other articles appeared in 2006, all, it seems prompted by a study on the skin microbiome carried out by Martin Blaser and, as before, published in Science (Blaser, 2006) . Blaser too was a prolific metaphor creator. The headlines already indicate uses of various underlying or conceptual metaphors: "It"s the bugs in our gut which keeps us so healthy…", "Legion of little helpers in the gut keeps us alive", "Can"t live without these bugs". They all focus on "what bacteria do for us" and conceptualise bacteria as agents, but, unlike those nasty "superbugs", that were so much in the news at the same time (Crawford et al., 2008) , as friendly agent, even expert friends, or as Gordon expressed it, "master physiological chemists". When looking more closely at the metaphorical framing, it emerged that one conceptual metaphor underpins almost all the others used in the corpus, namely the one according to which microbes are personified as having quasi-human agency (see also Crawford et al., 2008) . The underlying conceptual metaphor is: A small number of metaphors focused on the activities around the HMP. Here the microbiome was, as the genome had been, conceptualised as unexplored territory that needs to be mapped. A last cluster of metaphors that we found was labelled "other" and contained various nonce creations, or metaphorical one-off creations, such as "microbial gardening for weight loss" (Randy Seeley 1 ), "an individual"s internal bioreactor" and so on. Three expressions framed the microbiome as a person"s unique fingerprint or signature (Blaser) , tying advances in microbiomics to well-known promises made about the advent of personalised medicines.
These metaphors indicate novel scientific understandings of microbes and their relations with humans and this on four levels.
 Microbes are no longer conceptualised solely as enemies but also friends (buddies, helpers and so on), a conceptualisation that is also increasingly favoured by advertisers of probiotics products which want to appear "scientific" (Koteyko & Nerlich, 2007) .
 Humans are no longer conceptualised as the pinnacle of evolution, standing apart from microbes seen as populating the bottom of the evolutionary tree:
we are all human-microbe hybrids. 16 may be involved in regulating weight; in short, they may be recruited to save life rather than destroy it. The focus shifts from contamination to cooperation.
 And finally, a new understanding of "life itself" seems to be taking shape: life has to be seen in a much less deterministic and much more fluid and flexible way:
As an article in New Scientist expressed it:
As a result, scientists are coming round to the idea that there is a continuum between our internal microbes and those inhabiting the outside world. With this change in thinking comes the realisation that it might be possible to manipulate the human microbiome to improve our health.
Probiotic yogurt containing live bacteria is just the start; future prospects include caries-busting bacteria and perhaps even microbes to help you lose weight. (New Scientist, 15 August, 2007, italics added) In this article we set ourselves the task to find some preliminary answers to the questions: What will be the likely impact of human microbiome research on existing concepts of "self" and "personal identity"? And: What will be the likely impact of human microbiome research on existing answers to the question: What is life? What does it mean to be human? What counts as a "human body"? In the following we will therefore first explore the cluster of metaphors according to which MICROBES ARE US, before turning to the social life of microbes and their actions.
Microbes, self and identity
The articles that explored issues of self, identity and hybridity all used the pronouns we, you, us, I and so on in novel ways, in ways that blurred the boundaries between Where do you leave off, and they begin? Microbes, Relman holds, are "a part of who we are."
This provides insights into new ways of conceptualising the self and what it means to be human, especially through expression such as "You are a hybrid" or "a hybrid creature". The boundaries between self and other are blurred: "the self some of us try so relentlessly to improve is really community property"; "our microbial self" (Blaser) ; the self is "suffering from a serious crisis of identity". The self is here depicted more like a process than an object. It is a systems property, as Noble would say (Noble, 2006b ).
The pronoun "we" is used by scientists and journalists alike to stress the fluid boundaries between us and them:
[…] each of us, sick and healthy, could start speaking in the first person plural, not with the editorial, but the biological "we". We may not all have multiple personalities but it is fair to say that the self some of us try so relentlessly to improve is really community property.
We may or may not be what we eat, but we certainly are what lives within us It would thus broaden our philosophical horizons if we thought of a human as a more than an organism. We are superorganisms with an extended genome that includes not only our own cells but also the fluctuating microbial genome set of bacteria and viruses that share our bodies.
We may not be entirely human…we may be truly symbiotic organismsrelying on one another for life itself
We are somehow like an amalgam, a mix of bacteria and human cells
We"re really a composite of many species, an amalgamation of human and microbial attributes. (Gordon)
Microbes […] are "a part of who we are." xx Each of us is a singular crowd -a walking, talking, air-breathing, wasteproducing assemblage of microbial organisms.
[…] the DNA-based approach has the potential to reveal at last the metabolic details of our many mini-mes (Fraser-Liggett)
As indicated in the introduction, Nobel had asked in 2006 whether insights from systems biology may change "our philosophy, in the full sense of the term". Here we see emerging a language that frames view of life and the self as plural and fluid, which indicates such a change. The HMP is therefore celebrated as "An ambitious project that promises to extend humanity's view of itself". We are plural selves, but also extended selves (which includes extended genomes). This view of the extended self as portrayed in the media overlaps substantially with scientific views as set out The dominant metaphor is the one according to which microbes live in or are "communities". In microbiology the term community is not used in a metaphorical way, though. It becomes or gains metaphorical power however when used in connections with other words and in a media rather than science context. In the media microbial communities are sometimes called "luxuriant communities" xx or, if talking about "families", they have distant relatives and cousins, --both in terms of distant relatives but also cousins. "And not just first cousins, but second, third and fourth cousins" (Blaser) . They can be seen as a "population", a "colony" or even as a "nation". They can also be "neighbours" (Michael Gilmore) 3 or or "co-inhabitants". If the body is seen as a house, they can become "tenants homesteading in our bodies" which pay us some sort of "rent". If the body is seen as a vehicle, they can become passengers, but not mere passengers, as they actually do things for us. If the body is seen as a city, they can be conceptualised as "tourists" (Blaser) and "there is a lot of transiency" (Blaser) ; there are "residents" (Blaser) and "visitors" and "migrants".
But most importantly they are our "friends" and our "guts little helpers", even our "minions". They are our "wee buddies" and our "closest compadres". Sometimes they are seen as "majority shareholders" and as "a gastrointestinal consortium" (Gordon), "a parliament of the bowels" (Gordon), sometimes as "aliens", but "mostly friendly" ones (only one headline tells us that there is an "Inhuman DNA in Every Person", which sounds more ominous); they are an "alien nation", in fact they are "the closest of aliens". Sometimes they are framed as animals, as "good grazers" (Gordon) or as animals inhabiting a "veritable zoo" or a "virtual zoo" or a "real zoo", or a "menagerie", but a zoo we haven"t really explored yet. As one scientist (Blaser) said, using an extended metaphor: "It"s like we"re at the zoo, but so far we"ve just looked in the primate house. We haven"t even gotten to the cat house or the elephant house".
As indicated above, these social little creatures are agents, and this in many ways. They are mostly friendly helpers that "are on our side", fight off newcomers, help us digest, help keep us alive, break down toxins, educate the immune system, cultivate, manufacture, toil away, feed us, produce, regulate, adjust, graze, fuse, form barriers, and these are only some of the actions or functions that could be listed. Only once are they seen as "ganging up on humans".
This extended view of "agency" chimes in with what Noble said on a blog:
There is no privileged level of causality in tissues, organs, systems, organisms and even the organism's environment --all may be causal agents that determine whether or not an organism survives to reproduce itself and hence to determine the process of evolution. I am proposing therefore a theory of biological relativity. (Noble, 2006b) Communities and communication
One aspect of agency is of particular importance to scientists and this is the ability of microbes to communicate, indeed "chatter" with each other -an essential part of social life and social intelligence as we all know! Only a small section of the press coverage deals with this issue of communication between microbes, something that is however a big issue for microbiologists (Goldenfeld & Woese, 2007) .
The most intriguing question is how microbes interact with each other and with our own cells. "There is a three-way conversation going on throughout 
Conclusion
In this article we asked whether the HMP provides a novel answer to the question:
What does it mean to be human? Whereas the HGP tried to pin the answer to this question to a single place, namely the genome, in a rather deterministic way, the alternative answer to this question, provided by those studying microbes, is less deterministic and much more fuzzy. It is based on a new view of what it means to be human which extends over numerous genomes, from "our" genome to the genomes of microbes and beyond to interactions between microbes, humans and the wider environment. This also means that notions of the self has become diluted and pluralised and "man"s" dominion over nature is questioned.
After the initial excitement about the HGP had subsided, scientists like Noble tried to establish a new way of seeing genetics and genomics that would no longer be based on genetic determinism and reductionism, that is, on what he called the reductionist causal chain leading from genes to proteins to pathways to sub-cellular 24 mechanism to cells to tissues to organs and finally to organisms. A whole language had been built around this view and had pervaded genetics and genomics for a long time, especially efforts to decipher "the book of life". Noble tried to replace this pervasive metaphor with another one, "the music of life" and to lead scientists away from single genes to whole systems and interactions between elements of the system.
The language used in covering advances in research dealing with the human microbiome seems to be pointing in the same direction in science as well as the media, where journalists seem to follow scientists" metaphorical lead but make the message about microbes as personified agents even more personal through direct appeals to the reader and the introduction of variety into the metaphorical communities used by scientists themselves.
If we are all superorganisms and if the boundaries between self and microbes and microbes and environment and, not to forget, microbial and human genomes are fluid, then ecological metaphors emphasising complex interactions between species, or between humans and microbes are better at capturing increasingly more complex genomic research than those highlighting libraries, books, reading and writing used in the previous biosciences debates, in particular in the HGP. It is therefore not astonishing to find that the language used to talk about the microbiome is redolent with interaction metaphors or "integration" metaphors. This is quite similar to the language used in systems biology where living organisms are seen as assemblages of simpler organisms. Traditional genetics saw the body as a container for genes sealed off from the outside world, whereas integrationist systems biology and microbiomics see the body as merging with its environment with genes moving to and fro.
However, in some parts of the press coverage of the HMP, the old concept of the "selfish gene" (Dawkins, 1976) , which can be seen as part of a reductionist view 25 of biology, seems to be replaced by a similarly reductionist view of the "selfish microbe". A UK scientist from Imperial College (Jeremy Nicholson) is for example quoted as saying: "Indeed, it is tempting to suggest that the role of the host is to function as an advanced fermenter, carefully designed to maximise the productivity of the microbiome." (The Independent, 17/07/2007) This was however not the dominant framing.
In the biosciences the concepts of life and of organism and with it the concept of the human body, the self and of what it means to be human are changing. This has implications for the language of biology, as Goldenfeld & Woese (2007) have pointed out. It also had, as we have seen, implications for the language of the English speaking press reporting on advances in microbiomics. Will this new type of language related to microbes and the microbiome lead to changes in public understanding of bugs, germs and bacteria and what it means to be human? We will have to wait and see. Publicity surrounding bad germs causing hospital acquired infections and now community acquired MRSA might still prevent this from happening (Nerlich, in press) . A re-emergence of deterministic language around synthetic biology might also be a barrier to such a change in perspective (Hellsten & Nerlich, in prep.) . However, new less deterministic and more integrationist conceptualizations are out there in science and society and are just waiting to be used more widely to find new answers to the question: What does it mean to be human? These answers have to focus not only on us humans alone but on the whole (microbial) planet. Both human health and our planet"s health may well depend on it.
